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The Message
Lack of timely attention to reasonable public 

infrastructure investment hinders economic development, 

safety, and quality of life in Minnesota

The Mission
To articulate a convincing case for increased 

infrastructure investment across Minnesota through a 

partnership presenting a coordinated voice and unified, 

comprehensive needs information for today’s and 

tomorrow’s citizens and leaders.

Investing in infrastructure

A question of trust – Chicago pioneers 
a new way of paying for infrastructure
The Economist  | Published May 12th 2012

FOR decades America has underinvested in 

infrastructure—even though poor roads, delayed 

flights, crumbling bridges and inefficient buildings are 

an expensive burden. Deficiencies in roads, bridges 

and transport systems alone cost households and 

businesses nearly $130 billion in 2010, mostly because 

of higher running costs and travel delays. The calculated 

underinvestment in transport infrastructure alone runs 

to about $94 billion a year. This filters through to all 

parts of the economy and increases costs at the point 

of use of many raw materials, and thereby reduces the 

productivity and competitiveness of American firms 

and their goods. Overall the American Society of Civil 

Engineers reckons that this underinvestment will end 

up costing each family in the country about $10,600 

between 2010 and 2020.  Read more…

Campaigns ignore infrastructure, 
common good
Edward Lotterman | St. Paul Pioneer Press, September 9, 2012

Public spending on infrastructure as a fraction of gross 

domestic product has declined in the past three decades. 

It is much lower than the 1950s and 1960s, when we 

somehow managed to build an interstate highway 

system even though per-capita incomes were much 

lower than they are now. 

We no longer spend enough to offset the wearing-out of 

facilities like our parents and grandparents built.  Like a 

South Bronx slumlord, we maintain current consumption 

by depreciating out our assets.  Read more …

“When the people lead, the 
leaders will follow.”
– Mahatma Gandhi

Strategic Directions in the U.S. Water 
Utility Industry  
A Black & Veatch Report (pdf) | Published June 2012  

In the wake of the Great Recession many municipalities 

are managing their finances in a fashion similar to U.S. 

households in the pre-crisis days. Rather than focusing 

on strategic, long-term investments, municipalities are 

operating essentially paycheck-to-paycheck on a year-in 

and year-out cash budget. In response to falling property 

and sales tax revenues, municipalities are putting off 

essential items in order to pay for past spending, and 

just as it impacts individuals, this behavior ultimately 

affects the long-term financial health and livability of a 

community. Read more…

It’s Time for the People to Lead. Collaboration and Education for Long-term Infrastructure Success

http://liquidassets.psu.edu/

Go to our Water and Wastewater section for more information on Minnesota’s water 

infrastructure.

file:/Volumes/SRF%20Graphics/Promotional/Misc%20Promotional/2012%20Misc%20Promotional/MPWA%20MN2050/MPWA%202050-from%20Steering%20Team-DG/Investing%20in%20infrastructure_%20A%20question%20of%20trust%20_%20The%20Economist.pdf
file:///Volumes/SRF%20Graphics/Promotional/Misc%20Promotional/2012%20Misc%20Promotional/MPWA%20MN2050/MPWA%202050-from%20Steering%20Team-DG/Investing%20in%20infrastructure_%20A%20question%20of%20trust%20_%20The%20Economist.pdf
http://www.twincities.com/lotterman/ci_21492258/campaigns-ignore-infrastructure-public-good
http://www.twincities.com/lotterman/ci_21492258/campaigns-ignore-infrastructure-public-good
http://bv.com/docs/management-consulting-brochures/2012-water-utility-report.pdf
http://bv.com/docs/management-consulting-brochures/2012-water-utility-report.pdf
http://liquidassets.psu.edu/index.html
http://liquidassets.psu.edu/index.html
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Minnesota 2050 (MN2050) Goals
MN2050 is a collaborative partnership for infrastructure advocacy with three 
main goals:

•	 Increase public awareness about the importance of our state’s critical infrastructure

•	 Develop K through 12 infrastructure-related curriculum to educate Minnesota’s 2050 

leaders, or Partner with educators, coalitions and foundations to integrate the STEM 

education fields and infrastructure knowledge.  

•	 Establish a platform to help professionals research and advance our infrastructure 

management message.

Why MN2050 and How Did it Get Started?
Dan Gage, APWA, Past President

In 2008 Larry Frevert, American Public Works Association (APWA) President, made a 

presentation at the annual MN APWA Chapter Fall Conference.  It was titled America 2050 in 

reference to a 2006 publication (Regional Plan Association, “America 2050: A Prospectus,” 

New York, September 2006). It covered what America might look like from an economic 

perspective, and the role that infrastructure plays in our economy.  Clearly if we as Americans 

are going to compete at a world level we must invest in not only maintaining, but strategically 

building the infrastructure of this country.  Infrastructure has clearly allowed this country to 

become a world economic leader.  We have been able to manufacture goods and disperse 

them not only in this country but worldwide.  Today we need to ask ourselves what is the 

current state of this country’s infrastructure and will it meet our needs moving forward.  At the 

end of his presentation President Frevert suggested that Minnesotans should ask: What we 

might look like in the year 2050?

As the incoming Minnesota Chapter President, I thought the challenge had merit for a number 

of reasons. In early February 2009 we brought the idea forward to the Chapter strategic 

planning meeting to discuss whether the idea should be pursued.  It was concluded we should 

at least ask other organizations throughout the state if they would like to get together and 

discuss the topic.

Many infrastructure managers are not only members of the APWA, but also members of other 

professional groups.  The one thing that stood out was that all of these  organizations fight for 

the same tax dollars. We have similar goals and infrastructure projects needing funding. We all 

understand that to get funding we need to generate public knowledge and support. Here is the 

amazing part; we have never gotten together as a larger group to discuss each organization’s 

needs or ideas, we understand the challenges.

Another concern raised in the America 2050 presentation, was that there were eight large 

economic  “Mega Regions”  that would drive the country forward.  Minnesota was within 

the Chicago/Great Lakes Mega Region and along with Kansas City represented significant 

interconnected urban zones to the Region. This would be challenging, but if we want 

Minnesota to grow, prosper and play a more significant role going forward, we need to be  

different from surrounding states. Meaning, we need to plan better, have a collective and all-

encompassing approach for our State and local governments infrastructure improvement, thus 

ensuring our economic long-term success.

We are not a political organization with affiliations to either party. We are strictly afiliated with 

a healthy future for Minnesota. As a not-for-profit organization we rely on the generosity of our 

members and sponsors – both public and private.

The MN2050 organization was started in December 2009 following a meeting coordinated by 

the Minnesota Chapters of APWA and ASCE. The meeting included representatives from the 

University of Minnesota, the engineering community, transportation lobbying organizations, 

the legislature and a local elected official. The educators, engineers and lobbyists generally 

described infrastructure issues, including the importance of adequate infrastructure funding. 

The elected officials stressed the importance of delivering the infrastructure message directly 

to the public.

In mid-2011, the MN2050 organization name was reserved as a non-profit organization 

pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 317A along with the ICANN name: MN2050.org.  As 

a non-profit organization, MN2050 operates under the Minnesota Chapter of APWA as an 

educational or scientific organization having a tax-exempt status under Section 501 (c) 3 of 

the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 granted to the American Public Works Association. 

 

Steering Committee
Dan Gage, Chair 

Tom Eggum 

Brad Henry 

Joel Schilling

Coalition
Minnesota 2050 (MN2050) is a coalition of partners 

comprising  engineering and infrastructure professional 

organizations working in the public, private, and 

educational sectors, and striving to provide Minnesota 

citizens with acceptable infrastructure that meets the 

needs of the 21st Century.

Collaboration and Education for Long-term Infrastructure Success

http://www.america2050.org/
www.america2050.org/megaregions.html
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MN2050 Partners
MN2050 is a coalition of professional and industry organizations representing public works infrastructure 

and related fields. The coalition partners are actively involved in the design, construction, maintenance and 

operation of infrastructure and therefore support the success of MN2050’s efforts. 

MN2050 Sponsors and Members 
Our sponsors and members are individuals, organizations, companies and corporations who provide financial 

and/or in-kind contributions or services in support of MN2050’s activities. 

 

MN2050 Partners
ACEC of Minnesota  

(American Council of Engineering Companies)

Minnesota Chapter of APWA 

(American Public Works Association)

Minnesota Section of ASCE  

(American Society of Civil Engineers)

Minnesota Section of AWWA 

(American Water Works Association)

Minnesota Section of Central States Water 

Environment Association of WEF (Water Environment 

Federation)

CEAM (City Engineers Association of Minnesota)

Metropolitan Airports Commission

Minnesota Council of Airports

MCEA (Minnesota County Engineers Association)

MnDOT (Minnesota Department of Transportation)

Minnesota Transportation Alliance

Minnesota Ports Association

Minnesota Rural Water Association

MSPE (Minnesota Society of Professional Engineers)

NCITE (North Central Institute of Transportation 

Engineers)

SRF Consulting Group, Inc.

TKDA   [ TKDA letter of support ] 

file:/Volumes/SRF%20Graphics/Promotional/Misc%20Promotional/2012%20Misc%20Promotional/MPWA%20MN2050/MPWA%202050-from%20Steering%20Team-DG/_Partners/TKDA%20Testimonial%20letter.pdf
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Collaboration and Education for Long-term Infrastructure Success

need Images from conferences or TPT images. 

Education is a key to understanding why investing in 
infrastructure will help provide a higher quality, safer and 
economically prosperous way of life for all Minnesotans. 
Showing how all aspects of infrastructure work together gives 
an understanding of the economic impact we can have by 
working together.  

MN2050 website
The MN2050 website is to be a resource where professionals can go to view presentations, 

access research material, and policy and planning documents related to infrastructure 

across Minnesota. The site will also track our progress, highlight our sponsors, and offer 

opportunities to become involved with the mentorships available in the education and class 

room curriculum.

MN2050 Infrastructure Video Update
After raising an initial sum of money from sponsors and receiving SPAG (State Public Affairs 

Grants) funding from ASCE in 2011, MN 2050 and Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) are 

moving forward with producing the first segment of the video, which will deal with streets and 

bridges. The other four infrastructure areas will be added to the video as funding becomes 

available. It is expected that the first segment will be completed later this fall. The Minnesota 

Section will make it available on its website and TPT will air it early in 2014. 

Classroom Curriculum
Providing the youth of today, who will become tomorrow’s leaders infrastructure knowledge 

at a young age will help us build a better Minnesota for the future. Investing in education by 

partnering with Twin Cities Public Television and others to develop classroom curriculum with 

an emphasis on Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) to demonstrate real 

world infrastructure (bridges, water supply, etc.) needs in students own communities and 

challenge them to explore solutions to the issues  most pressing today and in the future.

Mentors
Given our access to practicing engineers who work where the application of STEM, skills 

and tools come to life every day, we are excited to provide expertise, a real life context for the 

media production, and mentors to complement the proposed learning materials for the class 

room. Our mentorship program will become available in the second quarter? of 2013.

 

Education Initiatives
•	 MN2050 Website: Our website is developed 

and updated to share our message including 

infrastructure-related articles, electronic media 

presentations, hyperlinks to coalition partner reports, 

studies and policy positions. 

•	 Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) Documentary: 

A  MN2050 infrastructure video is currently being 

developed and co-produced with TPT. It will create 

a foundation of infrastructure education which will 

appeal to a state-wide audience and it will use 

inquiry-based learning practices for STEM education 

of high school and college students. It will be similar 

to the Liquid Assets Minnesota video currently being 

broadcast on TPT. 

•	 Communications Tool Kit: This tool kit will be 

developed over the next year in conjunction with TPT 

and it will supply a broad range of web, video and 

broadcast resources for professionals, educators and 

partners.

Education Partnerships
•	 College and Career Associations/Affinity Groups (e.g. 

National Society of Black Engineers)

•	 Minnesota Department of Education 

•	 Minnesota Public Works - Education Subcommittee

•	 Minnesota State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU)

•	 Science Museum of Minnesota

•	 SciGirls

•	 Twin Cities Public Television

•	 Twin Cities Youth Media Network

•	 University of Minnesota

http://liquidassets.psu.edu/index.html
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Collaboration and Education for Long-term Infrastructure Success

Aviation Recent Entries

Holding Pattern: Problems and Progress in Rural 
Aviation
Minnesota 2020 | November 03, 2011 By Conrad deFiebre, Transportation Fellow 

Download full report (pdf) 

View online at Scribd 

Commercial air service in Greater Minnesota, launched in many cities 

shortly after World War II, is threatened by declining passenger counts, 

airline retrenchment and controversy over federal subsidies to carriers.

Recent economic conditions have hit small and medium U.S. airports 

harder than the nation’s largest airports, with up to 18 percent losses 

in scheduled flight service over the past five years, compared to the 

biggest airports which have dropped only 2.3 percent.

These trends are forcing regional airport managers to work with local business leaders in 

developing ways to either retain commercial service—daily scheduled fights for the public—or 

find general aviation alternatives—charters, business jets, private service.

Aviation Overview
Aviation is one of the key modes of transportation that comprise a successful multi-mode 

approach to a state and national transportation system.  It is a quick and efficient manner in 

which to move people and goods.  The mode is comprised of three primary parts; aircraft, 

navigational aids, and airports.  Aircraft are owned by individuals and business.  The type of 

aircraft flying in Minnesota varies wildly from a small single engine-single seat privately owned to 

large passenger aircraft like a 747.  Each aircraft type is designed for a certain set of purposes 

including: passenger transportation, business uses, cargo, recreation, medical, education, 

firefighting, law enforcement and agricultural.  Navigational aids are another key component of 

aviation infrastructure. The aids guide planes during taxing on the ground, in flight, and during 

the approach to the landing. Our state enjoys a vast and sophisticated navigational aid network.  

This network allows for efficient, safe and reliable air transportation across the state regardless 

of weather conditions and seamless interface into the national airspace system.  The last 

major component of aviation infrastructure is the airport. The airport is also the most expensive 

component and is compromised of the land side infrastructure (terminal building, hangers, 

parking lots, etc) and the air side infrastructure (runways, taxiways, taxi lanes, lighting, etc). 

Aviation improves virtually everyone’s life in Minnesota; most of the times without people even 

being aware of it.  Aviation connects people and cargo to the rest of the region, country, and the 

world.  

Medical: Air ambulance service provides a life saving service whether it is a helicopter to the 

scene of an automobile accident, or a hospital to hospital air transfer. All of the trips the air 

ambulance industry make are time sensitive and often life saving.  

Business: Aviation allows Minnesota and Minnesotans to prosper in business.  Many 

businesses rely on Aviation to transfer their salespeople, maintenance technicians, clients, 

parts, and/or products from place to place.  A reliable aviation system helps to create a business 

friendly environment.

Agriculture: Agriculture relies heavily on aviation to provide crop protection from weeds and 

insects through crop spraying but also for on-time delivery of parts and equipment, crop/field 

inspections, and field surveys.

Leisure Travel: A little less than half of the airlines business comes from the leisure traveler.  

Whether it is visiting relatives or taking the dream vacation, traveling by air minimizes travel time 

and maximizes the relaxing time.

•	 Online sales: There are  literally millions of items Minnesota residents order monthly 

off the internet that are delivered the next day by air freight for delivery to their front 

doors at work and home. Air freight also allows business to prosper in rural Minnesota.  

Digikey, a company that sells electronic components around the world, is now the fifth 

largest electronic component distributor in the world.  Their headquarters is in Thief River 

Falls Minnesota. Other examples are Artic Cat, Team Industries, Schwan’s, and Marvin 

Windows.

What is the Total Economic Impact of 
Minnesota’s Airports?
Airports provide jobs and bring money to your communities. 

Minnesota has 135 airports that contributed more than 

$12.1 billion to the state’s economy in 2009, while providing 

nearly 165,000 jobs that produced more than $6.4 billion in 

labor income. It is important to note that Minnesota’s small 

and medium airports alone brought more than $433 million 

to the state’s economy and provided nearly 4,000 jobs that 

produced approximately $184 million in labor income!

Aviation System Funding:
•	 Aviation gasoline and jet fuel tax

•	 Aircraft registration

•	 Airflight property tax 

Critical Initiatives
Improving safety includes airport improvements,  and pilot  

education and safety seminars

Maintaining /enhancing air service:  Mn/DOT’s Air Service 

Marketing Program aids airports in creatively marketing their 

air service.

Creating greater awareness of general aviation to help 

secure the local funds to match federal/state dollars for 

projects at airports.

Making better use of available high tech systems: The 

central portion of our state suffers from a large gap in radar 

coverage that negatively impacts aviation in many ways 

including safety and efficiency.

Creating a statewide aviation system that makes best use 

of the limited aviation dollars. This process has just begun.  

As data and public input is gathered to complete this plan, 

the investment strategies should become clearer and help to 

more easily achieve our end goal; a strong aviation system 

that is cost effective.

Trends
The trend line for funding is flat.  However, with the 

inflationary increases in construction, equipment, and 

operations at an airport, the net result is decreased buying 

power.  Many of our airports were constructed some 30 to 50 

years ago.  They are reaching a critical point in their life cycle, 

needing some major investment in order to just maintain 

what we currently have.  Since the buying power of funding 

has been decreasing, airport operators are putting off those 

investments.  It is only a matter of time before the duct tape 

and bubble gum strategy fails.  A long-term funding bill is 

one of the keys to assisting airports in develop long-term 

strategies that work.

What can people expect if an adequate 
level of funding is not maintained
Airport managers will make do with the resources they do 

have.  Airport managers are a resourceful bunch but their 

efforts will only be a short term solution.  Without new funds 

and a long-term aviation bill, the infrastructure will deteriorate.  

Some of the most deteriorated airports will likely be closed, 

requiring aviation users to travel further to the next nearest 

airport.  This loss of time will negatively impact communities 

in ways they haven’t even contemplated yet. 

Needs studies and plans 
Do they exist? Link to these?

Aviation

Ports & Waterways

Rail and Transit

Streets & Bridges

Water/Wastewater/

Stormwater

http://www.mn2020.org/issues-that-matter/transportation/holding-pattern-problems-and-progress-in-rural-aviation
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Ports and Waterways Recent Entries
STORY OF WINONA PORT 

An outstanding example of a port infrastructure project that contributed to an array of 

community-wide benefits is the multi-modal Pelzer Street overpass project in Winona, 

Minnesota.  The project for the Port itself involved dredging to expand barge fleeting and staging 

areas.  Winona had only one staging area in the harbor that was suitable for building or breaking 

up barges for towing operations.  There was also limited fleeting space for barges waiting to 

take on or discharge cargo, or simply to be assembled to move up or down River.  The dredging 

project expanded both of these capabilities and also expanded the entrance to the fleeting area 

to provide safer movement of barge traffic in the harbor.

The other community benefits from the project resulted from the use of the dredge material 

itself.  Once dried, the material was put to an immediate beneficial use in constructing a major 

highway overpass to avoid a rail crossing.  The overpass ensures that emergency vehicles have 

access to parts of town that would otherwise be inaccessible in the event of a train derailment.  

The overpass also provides improved access to a City industrial park, the City airport and the 

commercial harbor, and it  provides another entrance to the City’s downtown business district.  

This single project expanded the capabilities of the harbor to accommodate barge traffic, avoided a 

key rail crossing, improved highway access to several community assets and enhanced traffic flow 

throughout the community. 

Ports and Waterways Overview
fill in overview text. Be consistent with other infrastructure topics. 

What is the Total Economic Impact of 
Minnesota’s Ports and Waterways?
Text needed

Ports and Waterways Funding:
•	 Text needed 

Critical Initiatives
Example: Improving safety includes follow format on 

Aviation page 

Trends
Text needed

What can people expect if an adequate 
level of funding is not maintained
Text needed 

Needs studies and plans 
Do they exist? Link to these?

See Aviation page for example 

of completed page
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Rail and Transit Recent Entries
Union Depot

The Saint Paul Union Depot, formerly an historic regional rail transit hub, is currently being 

architecturally restored and its transportation function enhanced. The Twin Cities AMTRAK 

station will be relocated to the renovated Depot. A new station is being constructed adjacent to 

the Depot for the Central Corridor LRT. It would become the northern terminus for the Red Rock 

line proposed to serve southeastern communities from Saint Paul to Hastings. Commuter bus 

service for many bus lines would start and end there.

Side benefits include its effect on the continuing redevelopment efforts in Saint Paul’s 

Lowertown, making that historic area of Downtown Saint Paul even more attractive as a place to 

live and work. It will enhance the attractiveness of relocated the Saint Paul Saints minor league 

baseball team to a new ballpark on the edge of Lowertown. 

Study: East-metro rail upgrades will punch a pricey ticket
Article by: Jim Anderson, Star Tribune | October 15, 2012

Rail and Transit Overview
For rail, there exists passenger and freight service, public and private ownership, and heavy and 

light rail. Infrastructure includes rails, stations, cars, power, signs, signals and controls, fueling, 

storage yards, and maintenance facilities. Intelligent transportation Systems (ITS) applications 

are a growing part of the system. Within the metro area and in other larger Minnesota cities, 

passenger rail is part of the transit system that includes rubber-tired vehicles. That infrastructure 

includes busses, bus shelters, signs, additional fueling, storage yards and maintenance facilities. 

In the metro area, there is both public and private bus service. 

Railroad corporations share track with government owned passenger trains via inter-railroad 

leases. There are different owners and/or ‘controllers’ of rail system pieces. The Federal 

Transportation Agency has jurisdiction over light rail and commuter rail. The Federal Railroad 

Administration has jurisdiction over high speed rail and freight operations. They set rules and 

have jurisdiction over standards, e.g., car crushing. AmTrack is an independent agency operating 

on leased tracks.

Minnesotans benefit from relatively new rail lines, both light rail (LRT) and heavy rail, and use 

AmTrack for interstate travel. Desired goods arrive by rail. Consumers make their transportation 

choices based on time and money. Freight trains share corridors with other transportation modes 

such as roads and waterways. Congestion on roads and highways would be much greater 

without freight rail service.

Bus systems mitigate road congestion and provide transportation for riders who do not own 

automobiles.

What is the Total Economic Impact 
of Minnesota’s Rail and Transit 
Infrastructure?
Need text

Rail Funding:
•	 Freight rail: Privately owned freight rail is profitable, but 

Improvement costs are shared by public and private

•	 Consumer rail is funded by___ 

Critical Initiatives
LRT expansion is a major current and proposed initiative in 

the metro area. The Central Corridor is under construction. 

The Southwest corridor is being planned and proposed.

Rail and road separation projects in key areas will increase 

safety, efficiency and air quality.

The existing North Star Commuter Rail from Minneapolis to 

Big Lake would benefit from a third track at Fridley. The Red 

Rock line from Saint Paul to Hastings is being advocated.

Addressing areas of congestion with a multi-modal 

approach that includes rail will be useful and efficient, 

particularly as the result lures more commuters from cars to 

rail service.

If High Speed Rail becomes a major initiative, then the line to 

Chicago is the critical Minnesota project.

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) is being considered for some transit 

routes. BRT requires less infrastructure, although signal pre-

emption is necessary for efficiency.

The reconstruction and reuse of the Saint Paul Union Depot 

is currently underway, and will become a multi-modal LRT, 

bus, commuter rail, and AMTRAK station.

Trends
Rail for commuting is fairly new in Minnesota. Thus, at this 

point in time, the infrastructure is very new. Commuter trains 

on heavy rail are also a recent endeavor. Because of this 

newness, passenger rail is not yet experiencing the aging and 

neglect that other modes of public infrastructure are facing. 

High speed passenger rail is an evolving technology, not yet 

present in Minnesota. 

Freight rail is a private enterprise, profitable and well-

maintained. At this point in time, freight rail is an adequately 

funded part of the transportation system. Funding may be 

needed for expansion?

The public bus system in the metro area suffers from budget-

cutting in ways similar to other public infrastructure. User 

fares do not pay full costs, although they rise periodically.

What can people expect if an adequate 
level of funding is not maintained
At present, since passenger rail in the metro area is new 

and freight rail is privately provided, there is not a “rail 

infrastructure crisis.” If in the future there are maintenance 

problems, then areas of congestion will increase. Lack of 

rail maintenance will result in delivery inefficiency and safety 

problems. Consumer travel choices will be narrowed.

Funding of the bus system is more problematic. If the system 

deteriorates, riders who can afford cars or trucks will add to 

road congestion and riders who cannot afford other vehicles 

will experience transportation hardships.

Needs studies and plans 
Do they exist? Link to these?

http://www.startribune.com/local/south/174295681.html
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Streets and Bridges Recent Entries
Recent news article or story related to this infrastructure topic. Imagery is a plus! 

Streets and Bridges Overview
fill in overview text. Be consistent with other infrastructure topics. 

 

What is the Total Economic Impact of 
Minnesota’s Streets and Bridges?
Text needed

Streets and Bridges Funding:
•	 Text needed 

Critical Initiatives
Example: Improving safety includes follow format on 

Aviation page 

Trends
Text needed

What can people expect if an adequate 
level of funding is not maintained
Text needed 

Needs studies and plans 
Do they exist? Link to these?

See Aviation page for example 

of completed page Drop-down menu for Infrastructure
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Water/Wastewater/Stormwater Recent Entries
Recent news article or story related to this infrastructure topic. Imagery is a plus!

Water/Wastewater/Stormwater Overview
fill in overview text. Be consistent with other infrastructure topics. 

What is the Total Economic Impact of 
Minnesota’s Water/Wastewater/Stormwater 
Systems?
Text needed

Water/Wastewater/Stormwater System 
Funding:
•	 Text needed 

Critical Initiatives
Example: Improving safety includes follow format on 

Aviation page 

Trends
Text needed

What can people expect if an adequate 
level of funding is not maintained
Text needed 

Needs studies and plans 
Do they exist? Link to these?

See Aviation page for example 

of completed page.
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Contacts:
Minnesota 2050 is a committee operating under  the Minnesota Chapter of the American Public 

Works Association. Please contact a member of the Minnesota 2050 steering committee (below) 

if you have questions. 

Dan Gage, Chair – MN2050 Steering Committee 

dgage@macqueeneq.com 

651.645.5726

Tom Eggum 

tom.eggum@tkda.com 

651.292.4406

Brad Henry 

bradf009@umn.edu 

612.710.8431

Joel Schilling, Chair – Water/Wastewater/Stormwater Committee 

jgschilling@comcast.net 

651.773.3598

The full committee is represented by the steering committee and at least one member of each of 

the five infrastructure categories. 
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Help Us Reach Our Goals
A donation of any size is appreciated and will go a long way towards helping us reach our 

goals. Please direct your contributions to:

Minnesota Chapter Of APWA 

Lee Gustafson, City Engineer 

City of Minnetonka 

14600 Minnetonka Blvd. 

Minnetonka, MN 55345-1502

MN2050 is a collaborative partnership for infrastructure advocacy with three 
main goals:

•	 Increase public awareness about the importance of our state’s critical infrastructure

•	 Develop K through 12 infrastructure-related curriculum to educate Minnesota’s 2050 

leaders, or Partner with educators, coalitions and foundations to integrate the STEM 

education fields and infrastructure knowledge.  

•	 Establish a platform to help professionals research and advance our infrastructure 

management message.

Our quality of life, safety and long term economic success depends on a sound infrastructure 

plan and an educated group of citizens.  We understand the effects of not addressing this 

critical issue, and with your help we can shape Minnesota into a strong sustainable economic 

engine. 

Platinum, Gold, and Silver Level Donations go Toward 
Production of the MN2050 Infrastructure video
MN2050 invites you to help us raise $150,000 to shape the future of Minnesota’s 

infrastructure.  Your financial support will assist us to deliver our message to all Minnesotans 

and will enable your company to receive state-wide recognition of your support. 

To help us reach our initial goal of $150,000, we are seeking contributions from infrastructure-

related organizations, engineering firms and large corporations. At this level of fundraising we 

have established three levels of sponsorship:  

Platinum $15,000 

Gold $10,000 

Silver $5,000

Depending on the level of contribution, your firm will be recognized in the TPT documentary 

and on the website. In addition, firms will be allowed to re-edit the documentary to fit your 

firm’s particular needs and marketing goals. It should also be noted that MN2050 is  

501(3)C compliant for tax purposes. Your questions and contributions are critical to moving 

forward with our MN 2050 initiative. 

Video Funding and Status Update

After raising an initial sum and receiving SPAG (State Public Affairs Grants) funding from 

ASCE in 2011, MN2050 and TPT are moving forward with producing the first segment of 

the video, which will deal with roads and bridges. The other four infrastructure areas will be 

added to the video as funding becomes available. It is expected that the first segment will be 

completed later this fall. The Minnesota Section will make it available on its website by the end 

of the year, and TPT will air it early in 2013.

Please direct your questions to:  

Dan Gage, Chair – MN2050 Steering Committee 

651.645.5726 or dgage@macqueeneq.com

We appreciate your support for a sound and sustainable Minnesota infrastructure!  

 

Your tax-deductible gift will make 
possible the major initiatives of 
MN2050, including:
•	 MN2050 Website: To share our message including 

infrastructure-related articles, videos, presentations, 

links and investments. 

•	 Twin Cities Public Television (TPT) Documentary: Our 

MN2050 infrastructure video co-produced with TPT 

will create a foundation of infrastructure education 

which will appeal to a state-wide audience and which 

will use inquiry-based learning practices for STEM 

education of High School and college students. It 

will be similar to the Liquid Assets Minnesota video 

currently being broadcast on TPT.

•	 Communications Tool Kit: This tool kit will be 

developed over the next year in conjunction with TPT 

and it will supply a broad range of web, video and 

broadcast resources for professionals, educators and 

partners.

http://liquidassets.psu.edu/index.html

